Managed SIEM & XDR
Solution Brief

Inverto managed SIEM and XDR offerings are built on the industry
leading Microsoft Azure platform. Providing scalability, native
security and best in class protection to meet the modern security
requriements of businesses today.

Overview
The Inverto managed SIEM and XDR plans are designed empower
businesses to improve security by making enterprise solutions
available in a cost effective way. Utilising cloud economics and
industry leading technology to help protect businesses of all sizes.
Organisations are facing many challenges in todays security
management market, including.

Cost Challenges
Traditional SIEM solutions are expensive and require costly upfront
commitments and per event pricing.
Alert Fatigue
Thousands of alerts each day prove impossible for security teams to
keep on top of. Potentially missing a breach.
Long Implementation Times
Security management solutions take a long time to implement and
fine tune. Leaving the door open for attackers and reducing
investment ROI.
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About Inverto
Inverto are a modern professional
IT organisation. Transitioning
businesses to a new way of
working with intelligent systems
and security baked into the
foundations.
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Solution
With Inverto Managed SIEM and XDR, we bring together two
offerings to provide proactive protection and a reactive response to
prevent attacks throughout the entire killchain.

Low Cost Entry
Azure Sentinel brings the economy of cloud scale. Allowing you to
commit on a monthly basis and scale up or down as required.
Complimented by an unrivalled pricing model for management
allows the smallest organisation to improve security.

Automated Response and Machine Learning
Machine learning collates multiple events into one and provides the
ability for automated responses. Freeing up security teams to focus
on high priority alerts.

End to End Protection and Monitoring
Azure Sentinel and Azure Defender XDR provide full visibility across
your multi cloud and on premise environments. Providing proactive
protection for Azure workloads and incident management across
your entire estate.
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Benefits
Pay as you grow model
reduces upfront cost
Achieve compliance
Achieve over 200% ROI with
Azure Sentinel

Managed SIEM Plans
Inverto Managed SIEM plans have been created to fit business of all sizes. Including small
organisations, compliance focused and security concerned businesses.
Products and Services

Starter

Standard

Premium

10

Unlimited

Microsoft Online Solutions
Inverto Incident Response
Third Party Integration
Incidents Per Month

5

Managed XDR Plans
Inverto Managed Azure XDR plans provide protection and visibility across infrastructure even beyond
the Microsoft cloud. Discover which plan best fits your business needs.
Products and Services

Azure Secure Score Management
Monthly Security Recommendations
Just in time access
App and Network Hardening
Server Endpoint Protection
PaaS Threat Protection
Storage Protection
Incident Response
Third Party Integration
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Starter

Standard

Premium

Response Times
Regardless of your plan, our guaranteed SLAs are made available so you can be sure of a quick
response to any breach or suspicious activity.

Response Level

Response Time

Priority 1

1 hour

Priority 2

2 hours

Priority 3

3 hours

FAQ
What happens once I go over the capped investigations per month?
Once investigation credits have been consumed, you will have the option to purchase additional
investigation credits. Alternatively, incidents and alerts can be sent to an internal contact for review.
I am not sure if these products are a fit for my business. Can I trial them?
Yes of course. Not only can you trial them. Inverto security workshops are available to help you
understand the benefits of these security products and how they can help you.
Do the plans include the required licencing?
The plans do not include any licence costs.
Does the third party integration include management of third party solutions?
The cost does not cover management of third party solutions such as network firewalls or endpoint
security. Talk to your modern security expert to find out more about further managed services.

Need more Info?
Contact us at info@inverto.com.au or call 1300 347 668
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